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Introduction
The problem treated here is widely known as Tamme's problem (also known as the
hard spheres problem.) It is posed as follows: how does one arrange m points on the
surface of a unit sphere, Sn(=S'1), embedded in the euclidean space WI (n an integer) so
as to maximize the least distance between any pair of points. (To avoid confusion, we will
henceforth use Sn without mention of Sn4.) It is immaterial whether distances are
measured in angular, a, or euclidean, d, dimensions as they are related by the equation
d = 2sin(a/2) which is obtained via an elementary geometric proof.
A number of equivalent formulations of the problem are found in the literature:
(1) m points are placed on a sphere of radius, rm, so that no two of them are at a distance
less than unity. Find the minimum value of rm. (2) The packing density pin is the ratio of
the total area of m equal non-overlapping spherical caps (or circles) on the surface of a
sphere to the surface area of the sphere. Find the arrangement(s) of the spherical caps that
gives (give) the maximum value of pin. (3) A planet is ruled by m inimical dictators. Where
should they build their palaces so as to maximize the minimum distance between any two
of them? (4) Find the largest angular diameter of m equal spherical caps (or circles) which
can be packed on the surface of a sphere without overlapping. (5) How many cones of
given angle can be packed around a point? (6) How can m fuel depots be arranged on a
planet so that an accidental explosion of one of them will least endanger the rest?2
(7) What is the maximal number of codewords A(n,4)) in a spherical code of dimensionn
with minimal angle (1).
The case for n = 1 was early (and easily) solved. Taking the m points as the
vertices of a polygon, it is seen that the solution occurs when the points forma regular
m-gon. In other words, the solution for m points on S2 is obtained by considering the Mth
roots of unity. The case for n > 2 is considerably more difficult.
It appears that the first related problem was posed in 1694 in an unpublished
correspondence between Isaac Newton and Oxford astronomer David Gregory. They
debated the now famous kissing spheres problem. Their problem is stated: "how many
equivalent spheres (planets) can simultaneously "kiss" a central sphere (sun) of the same
size." The solution is quickly obtained on the euclidean plane by placing 6 pennies around
a central penny. In 1611, Johann Kepler showed that 12 solid spheres in R3 simultaneously
touched a central sphere of like size in the fcc lattice. Gregory believed that a 13th solid
sphere could be added while Newton argued that 12 was the maximum. It is ill-advised to
quickly take sides in this debate; 180 years elapsed before R. Hoppe presented a proof
that at most 12 outer spheres could simultaneously touch a central sphere of thesame size.
Current proofs are available from Schutte (1953) and Leech (1957). The increased
difficulty arises because in R2 the solution is unique while in R3 there are infinite solutions.
In fact, Conway and Sloane (1988) have shown that all permutations of the outer spheres
can be obtained, while maintaining contact with the central sphere and without ever
allowing an overlap, from the fcc lattice arrangement. This is accomplished by carefully
rolling the outer spheres on the surface of the central sphere. The creation ofa Rubik's3
cube type of puzzle using this property of the "kissing" spheres has been suggested by
Propp (1988). For WI, n > 3 the only known solutions are 240 and 196560 for n = 8 and
24, respectively. For n = 4, the D4 lattice provides a case where 24 outer spheres "kiss" a
central sphere, but it has yet to be proven that 25 cannot.
Interest in Tamme's problem has flowed and ebbed in the intervening years,
principally as a function of its interest in the physical sciences. Physics, botany, chemistry,
biology, crystallography, and engineering have all expressed interest by contribution.
J. J. Thomson (1904) presented his plum pudding model of the atom and sought to
determine the equilibrium patterns of m electrons constrained to move on the surface of a
sphere while repelling each other by the inverse square law. Thomson's problem is
generally referred to as the "soft" spheres problem. It is related to Tamme's problem in
that both can be described as treating a collection of repelling particles of unit charge on a
sphere with total potential energy, Ep = (1/2) Ei; (di jr. Here d,j is the euclidean distance
between particles mi and mi. Solutions and lower bounds for both problems have been
obtained by minimizing the total potential energy. For Thomson's problem the inverse
power p is 1. Tamme's problem is equivalent to the case where the inverse power p
approaches infinity and is, respectively, called the "hard" spheres problem. In general, they
have distinct solutions. Previous researchers have applied the minimization of total
potential energy approach by slowly increasing the inverse power p to a large number,
400-1000, Melnyk, Knop, and Smith (1977), 5000-20,000 Clare and Kepert (1986), and
1,310,720 Kottwitz (1992).In the present paper, the related repulsion force Fi == Ei; ROO' is
employed. (Fc is the force constant.) This force equation is altered to obtain a
discontinuous, piece-wise function which exaggerates the force between pairs with less
than a given separation and dampens the remaining force interactions. Here the inverse
power remains constant at p = 2 while the force constant is gradually reduced.
Interest in these problems waned in the shadow of Niels Bohr's success with the
atomic model of electron shells about a nucleus. The Dutch botonist P. M. L. Tammes
(1930) first stated his (our) problem while studying the arrangements of pores on the
surface of some spherical pollen grains where the pores appeared to be positioned so that
the distance between each pair was maximal. Tamme's contribution appears to be slight
beyond this statement of the problem. The first success on Tamme's problemwas
contributed by L. Fejes Toth (1943) who showed that "from m > 2 points on the surface
of the unit sphere (S3) there always can be found two having a euclidean distance
{4 - csc2[mit/6(m- 2)])1/2 and that for m = 3, 4, 6, and 12 this upper bound is exact." The
Fejes limit is approached as m ---> 00, as well. Fejes Toth also showed that the solution for
m = 5 is equivalent to that for m = 6, and is obtained simply by removing any single point
from the solution of the latter. K. Schulte and B. L. van der Waerden (1951) improved
Fejes Toth's upper limit for Tamme's problem and obtained solutions up to m = 9 and
lower bounds for several additional values. R.A. Rankin (1955) presented the generalized
solution for S. with up to 2n points. The remaining rigorous solutions were obtained by
Danzer (1986), m = 10 and 11, and Robinson (1961), m = 24. Kottwitz (1992) has
produced a table of solutions and best-known lower bounds for m < 90 on S3.5
Other recent work has been contributed by P. W. Fowler and T. Tarnai (1996), and
A. B. J. Kuijlaars and E. B. Saff (1997). Most researchers have limited their interest to S3
since this is where the majority of applications have been found. Additionally, since they
use spherical coordinates for their calculations, the prospect of modifying their programs
to handle higher dimensions appears to have defeated any motivation they might have had
in this direction. One notable exception is A. L. Mackay (1980) who presented solutions
for several values of m on S4 and lower bounds for the remaining m < 20.
N. J. A. Sloane (1992) has stated that a book was to be published containing lower
bounds for all m < 100 on Sn, n < 5. However, a search of the literature has yielded no
improvements to Kottwitz' table, no new results on Sn, n > 3, since Mackay, nor any
further mention of Sloane's book.
The present paper introduces improvements for many of the best lower bounds
obtained from the literature for m < 20 points on Sn, 4 < n < 7. Explicit position matrices
for these improved lower bounds are provided in the index.6
Method
On Sn, m points are distributed by taking an m x n matrix consisting of normally
distributed numbers and normalizing the rows. The rows then correspond to coordinates
of points on Sn. The distance between each pair of points is calculated and the least is
called the initial best distance. The points are treated as repelling particles of unit charge
with initial repulsion force Fi == Ei; Fc/(di( Note: Here the inverse power p = 2.)
This force of repulsion is modified to obtain a discontinuous piece-wise function, F(d).
This function exaggerates the force between pairs with separation less than a value slightly
larger than the current best distance and dampens the remaining force interactions. We
shall call this "target" value drop. This creates a jump-discontinuity in the graph of the force
function F(d) at drop. It is determined by trial and error that the magnitude of this "jump"
should be less than 10-fold, yet greater than 4-fold.
The associated velocities of the particles are calculated, and new particle positions
are obtained by applying the velocities and forces for a brief time. The least distance
between any pair in the new configuration is calculated. If it exceeds the previous best, it
becomes the new best. This procedure is repeated recursively for a pre-determined number
of iterations. If no improvement is seen during that time, the force constant is reduced and
the procedure begins anew. The program continues until the force constant is somewhat
less than the precision sought (about 2 decimal places.) Several "random" initial matrices
are tried and the one yielding the largest minimum distance provides our lower bound for
Tamme's problem with m points on Sn. Often, the values obtained are duplicated.7
Critical to our approach are the selection of the values for exponent, dropfactor,
jumpfactor, and iterations. (See our program in the next chapter.) All are obtained by trial
and error, and different combinations yield varying results. We set exponent = 2 simply
because trials for other positive real values ( 0 < exponent < 2 and exponent > 2) either
yield insufficient improvement to support a change or yield poor results. Similarly, we set
jumpfactor = 2 to obtain the 4-fold to ten-fold "jump" described earlier. The values for
dropfactor and iterations are directly related. A relatively small value for dropfactor (say
0.9) allows a likewise small value for iterations (say 40). The trick is to choose these
values so that computation time is reasonable and successful. This is not difficult for just a
few points on S., however, it becomes increasingly difficult as the system becomes more
complex. Our most successful approach to the more complicated systems, is to run several
initial configurations through a variety of settings and take the best result.
Additional ideas attempted but not exhausted, are applying (1) restarts and
(2) a more methodical selection process for new point orientations such as in simulated
annealing. A restart occurs when the program has completed computations for a given
force constant and instead of decreasing it every time, occasionally increases it. (A three
steps forward, two steps back loop, for instance.) Our tests were inconclusive on whether
to apply restarts or not. In simulated annealing, several choices for each new orientation
are obtained and weighted with a probability. If an improvement is available then it is
taken, if not, then the new orientation is determined by the probabilities.
Simulated annealing was first described (but not named) by Metropolis, et
al.,(1953) and was applied to Thomson's (soft spheres) problem by Edmundson (1991).8
It is modelled after crystal formation, where it is known that if the generating liquid is
cooled too rapidly, the atoms lack time to form the crystal, forming instead some
amorphous structure. This models our situation quite well. If we drop the force constant
too rapidly or allow too few iterations, our points lack the time to arrange themselves in
their optimum orientation, settling instead at some local solution.9




% The purpose of this program is to solve Tamme's problem for m given points on Sn.
m = 19, n = 3, exponent = 2; dropfactor = 0.9, jumpfactor = 2
iterations1 = 100, iterations2 = 200
format long;
% The rows of matrix A are the coordinates of m points in Rn. By normalizing the rows
% we project the points onto Sn. We run the program for four different matrices, A.
% The matrixp has as rows the coordinates of the points on Sn. Matrices v and F have as
% rows the coordinates of the velocity and the force acting on the points, respectively.







Fc = 0.1; count = 0; toggle = 0; difference = 2;
mindist = 0; prevdist = 0; maxdist = 0; bestdistmat = 0;
iterations = iterations1;
% Iterations sets the number of times the points are rearranged for a given force




while Fc > 0.000000000000001
count = count + 1;
F = zeros(m,n);
% This) loop calculates the distance and repulsion force between each pair of points
on Sn. The forces between points within a given distance are weighted so as to magnify
% their influence. Variable dist(Q) calculates the distance between the points mi and mJ.10
Program (Continued)
% Variable maxdist is the largest separation found for the closest pair of points, thus far.
for j = l:m
for i = l:m
if i=j
dist(i,j) = norm(p(i,:) -p(j,:)) + 1;
if dist(i,j) < maxdist + Fc + 1
dist(i,j) = dist(i,j) / (jumpfactor * (maxdist + 1 + Fe));
end




% The new positions of the points and their velocities are calculated in this/ loop.
for j1:m
p(j,:) =p(j,:) + v(j,:) + F(j,:) / 2;
v(j,:) = 0.5 *(v(j,:) +F(j,:));
p(j,:) = p(j,:) / norm(p(j,:));
end
% The i,jth entry in matrix distmat lists the distance between points i and j.
% Diagonal entries are given the value 10 for convenience.
ford = l:m
for j = 1:m
if i < j
distmat(i,j) = norm(p(i,:)p(j,:));
distmat(j,i) = distmat(i,j);





% Variable mindist is the distance between the closest pair of points in their current
% positions. Matrix bestdistmat saves the dist matrix for the current "best" collection of
% points. Matrix newp saves that collection of points.
mindist = min(min(distmat));
if mindist > maxdist
maxdist = mindist;
bestdistmat = distmat;





% This loop compares the current minimum distance to the best previous.
% If it is an improvement then it is selected, if not then the force constant, Fc, is reduced.
if rem(count,iterations) == 0
difference = maxdist- prevdist;
prevdist = maxdist;
% Toggle resets iterations in an attempt to make sure all local minimums have been
% surpassed for the given force constant.
if difference0




elseif rem(toggle,2) == 0










% Here, the best configuration obtained for the given run is printed.
if h == 1
finaip 1 = newp









Solutions and best-known lower bounds for Tarnme' s problem on Sn, 2 < n < 7,
with m < 20 are compiled in the table on the following page. All known solutions in this
range are duplicated and the best-known lower bounds on S3 (see Kottwitz) are met with
increased precision.
On S4, several best-known lower bounds (see Mackay) are improved with one
exception, the sphere with 14 points. On the remaining Sn (5 < n < 7), each of the
published lower bounds (see Rankin) are exceeded.
In the following table, previous lower bounds which are duplicated, and all
solutions, are black, the exception red, the improved lower bounds blue. The columns
headed by E give the number of edges (every pair of distinct points define an edge) which
have the given separation in the final configuration. These numbers yield an indication of






2 2.0 1 2.0 1 2.0 1
3 1.73205080756888 3 1.73205080756888 3 1.73205080756888 3
4 1.41421356237309 4 1.63299316185545 6 1.63299316185545 6
5 1.17557050458495 5 1.41421356237309 6 1.58113883008419 10
6 1.0 6 1.41421356237309 12 1.41421356237309 9
7 0.86776747823512 7 1.25687046848066 12 1.41421356237309 16
8 0.76536686473018 8 1.21556252413132 16 1.41421356237309 24
9 0.68404028665134 9 1.15470053837925 18 1.29459244582097 22
10 0.61803398874989 10 1.09142629140382 19 1.29099444873580 30
11 0.56346511368286 11 1.05146222423827 25 1.24064050909636 33
12 0.51763809020504 12 1.05146222423827 30 1.22474487139159 36
13 0.47863132857512 13 0.95641362722450 24 1.17703385339502 39
14 0.44504186791263 14 0.93386262334403 28 1.16660310799123 42
15 0.41582338163552 15 0.90265618822996 30 1.13705462437539 48
16 0.39018064403226 16 0.88057411217603 32 1.10668136595631 48
17 0.36749903563314 17 0.86244487931691 34 1.08054767681809 46
18 0.34729635533386 18 0.83821735579369 34 1.07441201215077 58
19 0.32918918056147 19 0.80855811472020 34 1.06371185392411 66
20 0.31286893008046 20 0.80439152391152 39 1.06371185392411 72
Solutions and published lower bounds met
Published lower bound (1.1676492) not met
Improved published lower bounds






2 2.0 1 2.0 1 2.0 1
3 1.73205080756888 3 1.73205080756888 3 1.73205080756888 3
4 1.63299316185545 6 1.63299316185545 6 1.63299316185545 6
5 1.58113883008419 10 1.58113883008419 10 1.58113883008419 10
6 1.54919333848297 15 1.54919333848297 15 1.54919333848297 15
7 1.41421356237309 12 1.52752523165195 21 1.52752523165195 21
8 1.41421356237309 21 1.41421356237309 16 1.51185789203691 28
9 1.41421356237309 30 1.41421356237309 26 1.41421356237309 18
10 1.41421356237309 40 1.41421356237309 37 1.41421356237309 32
11 1.31692555400934 35 1.41421356237309 48 1.41421356237309 45
12 1.30082158266764 40 1.41421356237309 60 1.41421356237309 57
13 1.27494325216234 46 1.33185603415125 51 1.41421356237309 65
14 1.26491106406735 61 1.31700123332523 52 1.41421356237309 84
15 1.26491106406735 70 1.30765477998280 63 1.34260807663863 70
16 1.26491106406735 80 1.28751881583968 70 1.33149673401764 76
17 1.20791072909501 64 1.27806546231158 80 1,32299214372219 81
18 1.20374271199470 75 1.26578464417418 64 1.32201967941261 108
19 1.19010722287995 80 1.26471684639145 83 1.29347798896226 92
20 1.18373502702325 92 1.25268068073950 94 1.28299958217514 100
Solutions and published lower bounds met
Improved published lower bounds
TABLE OF RESULTS (continued)15
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Appendix
Explicit mxn matrices exhibiting the position of the m points on Sn for the
improved lower bounds obtained in this paper, are presented here. The new lower bound
is listed, as is the number of edges with this length. An edge is defined as the straight line
between any pair of points in the configuration. The number of edges of minimum length
gives an indication of the symmetry of the configuration.18











Least distance between any pair: 1.29459244582097
Number of edges with this separation:22












Least distance between any pair: 1.29099444873580
Number of edges with this separation:3019













Least distance between any pair: 1.24064050909636
Number of edges with this separation:33














Least distance between any pair: 1.22474487139159
Number of edges with this separation:3620















Least distance between any pair: 1.17703385339502
Number of edges with this separation:39
















Least distance between any pair: 1.16660310799123
Number of edges with this separation:4221

















Least distance between any pair: 1.13705462437539
Number of edges with this separation:48


















Least distance between any pair: 1.10668136595631
Number of edges with this separation:4822



















Least distance between any pair: 1.08054767681809
Number of edges with this separation:46




















Least distance between any pair: 1.07441201215077
Number of edges with this separation:5823





















Least distance between any pair: 1.06371185392411
Number of edges with this separation:6624






















Least distance between any pair: 1.06371185392411
Number of edges with this separation:7225
11 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:
























Least distance between any pair: 1.31692555400934
Number of edges with this separation: 3526
12 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:


























Least distance between any pair: 1.30082158266764
Number of edges with this separation:4027
13 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:




























Least distance between any pair: 1.27494325216234
Number of edges with this separation:4628
14 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:






























Least distance between any pair: 1.26491106406735
Number of edges with this separation:6129
15 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:
































Least distance between any pair: 1.26491106406735
Number of edges with this separation:7030
16 points on Ss
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:


































Least distance between any pair: 1.26491106406735
Number of edges with this separation:8031
17 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:




































Least distance between any pair: 1.20791072909501
Number of edges with this separation:6432
18 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:






































Least distance between any pair: 1.20374271199470
Number of edges with this separation: 7533
19 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:








































Least distance between any pair: 1.19010722287995
Number of edges with this separation:8034
20 points on S5
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:










































Least distance between any pair: 1.18373502702325
Number of edges with this separation: 9235
13 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:




























Least distance between any pair: 1.33185603415125
Number of edges with this separation:5136
14 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:






























Least distance between any pair: 1.31700123332523
Number of edges with this separation:5237
15 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:
































Least distance between any pair: 1.30765477998280
Number of edges with this separation:6338
16 points on
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:


































Least distance between any pair: 1.28751881583968
Number of edges with this separation:7039
17 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:




































Least distance between any pair: 1.27806546231158
Number of edges with this separation:8040
18 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:






































Least distance between any pair: 1.26578464417418
Number of edges with this separation:6441
19 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:








































Least distance between any pair: 1.26473072625776
Number of edges with this separation:8320 points on S6
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:










































Least distance between any pair: 1.25268068073950






















15 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:
































Least distance between any pair: 1.34260807663863
Number of edges with this separation:7016 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:


































Least distance between any pair: 1.33149673401764


















17 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:


















Columns 5 through 7














0.35141138824819 -0, 02531737601393 0.34419858514611
-0.66845107015216 -0.27611885394345 0.32451006540929
-0.03215980728367 -0.31020185066369 -0.63828216197779
Least distance between any pair: 1.32299214372219
Number of edges with this separation:8118 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:






































Least distance between any pair: 1.32201967941261



















4619 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:



























































Least distance between any pair: 1.29347798896226





















20 points on S7
FINAL POSITION MATRIX:










































Least distance between any pair: 1.28299958217514
Number of edges with this separation:100